
Declaration of Decontamination

Health and safety regulations oblige all businesses to protect their employees and the environment from harmful effects when 
handling hazardous substances.

Since you, as the operator of our products, know your specific application best of all and since you are familiar with the hand-
ling of your media, we require the following in order to accept return of goods to our premises

- this Declaration of Decontamination, fully completed and signed by an authorized person,

- the Safety Data Sheets describing the media

- and, if applicable, specific Handling Instructions

so that we, for our part, can also protect our employees and operating equipment in the best possible way.

Please upload the documents to request your Return Material Authorisation (RMA) number on our 
website.
Print out the documents and attach them to the outside of the packaging in a clearly visible position (e.g. in a 
transparent document sleeve) together with the RMA number.

Media Information

      Process Media1                   Process Media 2                     Process Media3                   Process Media 4

Media / Concentration

                CAS-No

Inflammatory

Corrosive

Toxic

Harmful to Health

Environmentally harmful

Other Risks

Harmless /
Without Contact to Media*

Radioactive or biologically contaminated products cannot be accepted for return.

*e.g. Electric Motors
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Products that have been contaminated with substances to which at least one of the hazard symbols described above has 
been assigned can only be accepted

- in a completely emptied and
- decontaminated

condition.

If, despite careful emptying and decontamination, special safety precautions have to be taken when handling the delive-
red product, please provide respective instructions.

Responsible Sender

Company

Street, No

Place, ZIP

Contact Person

Phone

E-Mail

We herewith confirm that we have made this declaration completely and truthfully to the best of our knowledge and that 
we have carefully decontaminated the parts to be returned. They are free of residues in hazardous quantities.

Place, Date

Signature

Name

Function
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